Bobby Block Sings Yiddish

The Songs From His Youth

A Little Klezmer, A Little English, A Lot of Music...
In the Philadelphia music scene, Bobby Block is a name that seems to go on forever. Bobby thrives in a few different worlds of music. These days he finds himself performing at many of Philadelphia’s hotels as well as the Convention Center doing numerous corporate functions; his group was the very first band to perform at this new center. In addition to corporate affairs, you will hear him playing private parties at Philadelphia Country Club, Merion Cricket Club, the Union League of Philadelphia, Overbrook Golf Club, as well as the Garden State Yacht Club.

Turning a new page, Bobby has formed another group called The Klezmer Kings, which, due to his Yiddish background, serves him well. The Kings perform at many sold-out concerts throughout the Tri-State area. This “labor of love” has resulted in his becoming the opening act for The Jackie Mason Show when Mason appears locally. Watching Bobby on stage tells you that he loves performing. Successfully releasing his CD Bobby Block And The Klezmer Kings, he now presents this second album, Bobby Block Sings Yiddish. Sing along and enjoy!
Bobby Block
Sings Yiddish
THE SONGS
FROM HIS
YOUTH

1. Ya Gotta Have a Little Mazel 2:13
2. Traditional Hassadic Melody
   Avu Hust De Geven
   Abi Gezunt 5:00
3. Mein Yiddishe Maidela
   In Meina Ogen Bist Du Shein 3:17
4. Ofin Pripichick
   Bagelach (Bublitchka) 3:16
5. Shein Vi Di Lavone
   Bei Mir Bist Du Shein
   Yossel, Yossel 4:33
6. Dark Eyes (Orchichorniya) 2:28
7. Mein Yiddishe Mama 2:01
8. Ich Bin A Boarder By Mein Vibe 2:07
9. Gessalach 3:21
10. Shalom Aleichem
    Ovanu Shalom Aleichem
    Shalom, Shalom
    Az Mir Fazicht
    Freilach (Dave Tarris) 4:14
11. Those Were The Days 3:12
12. Ich Hub Dir Tzufil Lieb 2:51
13. Tarris Bulgar 1:45
14. Popparosin
    Mazel
    Eishes Chayil 4:01
15. Enjoy Yourself 2:29
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